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A cybersecurity expert and former FBI “ghost” tells the thrilling story of how he helped take down
notorious FBI mole Robert Hanssen, the first Russian cyber spy.“Both a real-life, tension-packed
thriller and a persuasive argument for traditional intelligence work in the information age.”—
Bruce Schneier, New York Times bestselling author of Data and Goliath and Click Here to Kill
EverybodyEric O’Neill was only twenty-six when he was tapped for the case of a lifetime: a one-
on-one undercover investigation of the FBI’s top target, a man suspected of spying for the
Russians for nearly two decades, giving up nuclear secrets, compromising intelligence, and
betraying US assets. With zero training in face-to-face investigation, O’Neill found himself in a
windowless, high-security office in the newly formed Information Assurance Section, tasked
officially with helping the FBI secure its outdated computer system against hackers and spies—
and unofficially with collecting evidence against his new boss, Robert Hanssen, an exacting and
rage-prone veteran agent with a fondness for handguns. In the months that follow, O’Neill’s self-
esteem and young marriage unravel under the pressure of life in Room 9930, and he questions
the very purpose of his mission. But as Hanssen outmaneuvers an intelligence community
struggling to keep up with the new reality of cybersecurity, he also teaches O’Neill the game of
spycraft. The student will just have to learn to outplay his teacher if he wants to win. A tension-
packed stew of power, paranoia, and psychological manipulation, Gray Day is also a cautionary
tale of how the United States allowed Russia to become dominant in cyberespionage—and how
we might begin to catch up.

“Reads like a John le Carré spy novel . . . Gray Day is a book that keeps readers on the edge of
their seat, and contains an important message about data security.” —Galveston County Daily
News“Gray Day is a well-written and suspenseful story about an odd spy and the young man
who helped take him down.” —The Washington Times“If Robert Ludlum spitballed an espionage
story with a Russian hacker, they might have conjured up with something as wild and riveting
as Gray Day. Except that this yarn, incredibly, is true. An enthralling spy tale that feels ever more
relevant with each passing day.”—Dave Howard, author of Chasing Phil: The Adventures of Two
Undercover Agents with the World's Most Charming Con Man“What job could possibly be twisty,
mind-bending, and demanding than being an undercover spy in one of the FBI’s own
cybersecurity units? With resolute doggedness, shrewd psychological instincts, and the sheer
guts to make critical split-second decisions, rookie agent Eric O’Neill helped to turn the tables on
his own boss—one of the most dangerous traitors of our time. In Gray Day he weaves together
his personal and professional stories with all the skills of a seasoned novelist. The result is a
thrilling, page-turning brew worthy of Hollywood—only better because it’s real.”—Elisabeth Elo,
author of Finding Katarina M. “Gray Day is a fascinating read about catching infamous



spymaster Robert Hanssen, who turned over classified materials to the Russians. You can’t help
but root for Eric as he tells his story of spying on the spymaster. I recommend this gripping book
to all audiences, especially computer geeks and those interested in cybersecurity.”—Kevin
Mitnick, New York Times bestselling author of Ghost in the Wires and The Art of Invisiblity“An
adrenaline-laced memoir . . . as compulsively readable as any thriller. O’Neill has a knack for
ratcheting up tension so that foregone historical conclusions, such as Hanssen’s capture, feel
like white-knuckle cliffhangers. . . . O’Neill’s page-turner deglamorizes undercover work while
conveying the uncertainty, stress, and excitement that accompany a successful investigation.”—
Publishers Weekly“A taut and compelling real life thriller . . . part memoir, part true crime, this fast-
paced work is recommended for anyone interested in cybersecurity, Cold War history, and
espionage tales.”—Library Journal“O’Neill’s narrative . . . is valuable in its exploration of the
psychology of the traitor and his motivations as well as how spies like Hanssen so often enjoy
success for as long as they do until finally caught: ‘Amateurs may hack machines, but
professionals hack people.’ Fans of spy fiction and true crime will find plenty to enjoy in O’Neill’s
account.”—Kirkus ReviewsAbout the AuthorEric O'Neill is a cybersecurity expert and former FBI
counterterrorism and counterintelligence operative. He is the founder of the Georgetown Group,
serves as national security strategist for Carbon Black, and is the General Counsel for Global
Communities. He lectures internationally about espionage and national security, cybersecurity,
hacking and fraud, and corporate diligence and defense, and has appeared as a national
security expert on CNN and Fox. O'Neill is a graduate of Auburn University and the George
Washington University School of Law. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1Tipping PointsDecember 10, 2000—
SundayPhones should not ring on Sunday mornings. I rolled across the bed, scooped my
battered Nokia from the nightstand, and burrowed back under the covers. Our English basement
apartment reminded me of winter camping trips I’d gone on as a Boy Scout. The single-pane
windows trapped about as much heat as a canvas tent.Juliana peered at me over the thick
comforter. Her eyes were glazed with sleep, and her blond hair was piled around her head like
windblown thistle. We’d been married four months, and each morning I woke beside her was a
revelation. I checked the time—8:00 a.m. I was about to slap the phone down on the receiver
when the voice on the other end made me freeze. All thoughts of a lazy morning flushed out of
my mind. It was Supervisory Special Agent Gene McClelland.“Don’t bother getting dressed up,”
he said. “Just lace up your shoes. I’m parked out front.”As I fumbled for my pants, my mind raced
through possible scenarios, all of them grim. It was unheard-of for an FBI supervisor, the man in
charge of my entire squad, to show up at a private residence on a Sunday morning. To put this
into perspective, imagine your boss—the president or manager of your company—arriving at
your house early one weekend morning. If you are the boss, imagine the chairman of your board
parked in your driveway. If you are the chairman, imagine POTUS himself dropping by, waiting for
you to appear. This was worse than any of that.FBI supervisors never come to you. They
summon. Gene showing up at my apartment could only mean something was wrong. I pulled a



George Washington University Law sweatshirt over my head and took a deep breath. “No idea
what’s going on, but Gene is parked outside.” The concern on Juliana’s face made me pause. “I’ll
be right back.” Then I swallowed my hollow words and turned to leave.I eased through the front
door out onto the sparse lawn. Number 626 was only a few steps away from E Street, and a
quick jog away from the US Capitol Building. Our building squatted between expensive town
houses like an ugly sibling in a family portrait. The crammed one-bedroom sometimes felt like a
closet, and we’d found mold behind the walls and in the lone heater, but it was all we could
afford.As the wind hit my face, I looked up. No one on the surrounding rooftops or balconies. I
did a quick lateral scan and saw the red splash of a cardinal light upon a telephone wire. A
runner huffed his Spandexed way down E Street, and the distant noise of traffic droned from
nearby Pennsylvania Avenue like waves on a beach. Only one car I didn’t recognize was parked
on the street. Gene.Each step away from the building made me wince, but no SWAT vans came
crashing around the corner, sirens blazing. Instead, the window of the idling sedan rolled down.
“Get in,” Gene said.I slid into the passenger seat and closed the door against the December
chill.Gene didn’t bother with niceties. “Have you ever heard of Robert Hanssen?”I hadn’t.
“Should I have?” I asked.“No,” Gene smiled. “That’s good.”I nodded.“That’s why we chose you.”I
stayed silent, trying to parse the insult from the compliment. The only certainty was that I’d been
left in the dark—again. For months now, I hadn’t been able to pursue any of my normal, high-
priority targets for the FBI. I’d been slapped on the wrist, shuffled into the minor league. Not
because I’d messed up a lead or bungled a case, but because I’d married Juliana—a German
national.No one had told me that FBI operatives with high security clearance are required to fill
out a permission form before proposing to the love of their life. The FBI had instituted the policy
after a few agents married into the mob. Meet the perfect girl, marry her, and then learn that her
father is an FBI organized-crime target. Not the brightest moments for the universe’s premier
investigative agency.Still, imagine my shock when I bounced into the office to let my team know
that I’d proposed marriage to the most wonderful girl, and my supervisor asked after my
engagement form.Then imagine me telling the FBI brass that my new bride hailed from
Brandenburg, Germany. Faces that were rarely cheerful turned to stone. “You should have
reported contact with an East German national,” they said.“Don’t you mean German national?” I
asked. “Haven’t you heard of reunification? There is no more East Germany.”“Not to us.”The FBI
benched me while the FBI legat, or legal attaché office, in Germany investigated my in-laws.
Think of a whale trapped on a sandy beach desperate to get back into the water. That was me. I
sat in the office day after day with a suspended security clearance, working on a target-
acquisition database I’d developed, until the FBI convinced itself that Juliana was not a spy. The
investigation into Juliana’s family occurred before I had a chance to meet them, and I’m still
pretty convinced my in-laws think I’m Stasi. They aren’t far off.By this point I’d been in the FBI
nearly five years working as an investigative specialist, otherwise known as an “investigator,” but
better known as a ghost. Not too many years before I typed up my FBI application, the agency
realized that Russian targets could run circles around special agents, who focused on criminal



investigations and technological and research-based counter-intelligence. This was especially
the case just after World War II, when a target could look over his shoulder and see a legion of
buzz-cut, well-suited white males swarming him. Not exactly subtle. Without specialized
surveillance and undercover investigative training, the agents were at a constant disadvantage:
the Russians had more operatives and better tradecraft. The FBI was stuck solving crimes after
the fact, when what it needed to do was stop the spies before they committed those crimes.The
special agents were already overburdened. So the agency decided to try something new. In the
age-old tradition of American innovation, we traveled back across the pond to learn how MI5
handles surveillance in the United Kingdom through a specialized group called the Watchers.
MI5’s secretive group had elevated surveillance to an art form. Nothing would stand between a
Watcher and his target. A story I once heard placed two Watchers in a canoe floating within a
murky water tower, watching their target through a hole drilled in the tower’s metal shell. There
were a lot of stories like that. The FBI took everything the Watchers could do and made it better.
The ghosts were born.My training allowed me to follow a person from sunup to sundown, know
what he ate for breakfast, and count how many times he tied his shoes or checked his watch. I
could track each smile, know whom he met or whom he tried to avoid, log where he went and
how he got there and everything in between. I’d learn his tradecraft and look like I’d practiced it
longer than he had. I was a professional driver and photographer, didn’t need to sleep, and could
stare at a single door for hours, just waiting for him to walk through.My dark brown hair, hazel
eyes, and slightly olive complexion—a gift from my Italian mother—meant that I could easily
pass for a number of ethnicities, and thanks to my father’s burly genes, I could grow a beard in a
matter of days. I was a master of disguise, of social engineering, of sweet-talking my way past
situations. I had a badge but never used it. A target might see me a dozen times across a day’s
work, but he wouldn’t notice me. I was trained to blend into situations, to find cover in plain sight,
to look unobtrusive, uninteresting, and unremarkable. I’d call in a spy before he spied or
committed an act of terrorism, then melt into the shadows while he was still wondering where all
the FBI agents had suddenly come from. I knew how to be gray.“Who’s Hanssen?” I asked.Gene
shrugged. “We think he’s a spy. We want you to investigate him.”It took me a moment to get the
words past my teeth. “Gene. You woke me up on a Sunday morning, dragged me out of bed,
scared the hell out of me by coming here, all to ask me to do my job? Couldn’t this have waited
until Monday?”Gene shook his head. “We don’t want you to ghost him, Eric. We want you to
investigate him. Face-to-face.”I sat there, frozen.“We need someone on the ground with him,”
Gene explained. “To develop a relationship, try to get some dirt. I’ve recommended you.”I
opened and closed my mouth like a guppy gasping for oxygen. Gene had asked me to
participate in what amounted to an elicitation operation—one where the undercover asset
engages in conversation, memorizes details, learns facts, and draws out information. I’d been
involved in high-risk cases, but I’d never been instructed to interact with a target face-to-face; my
job was to play a backstage part out of sightlines. For the first time, Gene was asking me to play
myself. I probably did look like a fish—one miles away from water.“I need your answer. In or



out.”There are tipping points in every life. Tiny moments in time when we’re forced to make a
choice: take the leap or stand by and let the opportunity pass. These are the moments that
shape a future.This was one of mine.“What do I tell Juliana?”Gene scratched his head. “I dunno.
Tell her you got promoted. You’ll be assigned to a computer job at headquarters.” His eyes
hardened. “I don’t have to tell you to keep the rest quiet. As far as you are concerned, the only
people that know about this are you and me. Juliana can’t know anything.”I got it. Although
Juliana knew I worked for the FBI, we had a deal never to discuss it. She once told me that she
enjoyed having a husband who never spoke about work. We’d talk about other things—hopes
and dreams, the drama her fellow business students got up to, our long-running debate about
whether American football was better than European soccer—but never about what I did all
day.“Gene,” I said. “I’m keying in on the word ‘promotion.’ If I really need to sell this . . .” Now I
was the one smiling.“Okay, okay, Eric.” Gene’s short chuckle faded into a cough. “I’ll get you
some extra overtime. You’ll more than earn it.” He put the car into drive. “In or out.”I leapt.Target:
Robert HanssenSuspected spyCHAPTER 2The Tyranny of SecretsThere is no such thing as a
lie detector. Despite numerous advances in behavioral science and technology, a person cannot
use facial expressions or verbal “tells” to sniff out a lie with a great deal of certainty. Nor can a
machine measure the thoughts that speed through a person’s mind.How do crack investigators
sort lies from truth when they have a suspect in the interview chair? They combine a little
psychology, a little technology, and a dash of Hollywood stagecraft. The standard polygraph
machine measures pulse, blood pressure, respiration, and skin conductivity while a person is
asked specific questions. Today these metrics are graphed on a computer screen, but in the
past the machine scratched ink across an ever-expanding roll of graph paper. In theory, a
deceptive response to a particular question will spike some or all of the physiological indicators
—a quickened pulse, a sweaty palm.But the machine is not infallible, and accurate results
require an expert examiner. Spies have developed many ploys and countermeasures to defeat
the machine. An old story about Russian spymasters stands out: When American moles were
being trained by their Russian handlers to make dead drops and other clandestine exchanges,
the Russian intelligence officer in charge provided advice on how to defeat a US intelligence
agency’s standard polygraph. One such countermeasure, typical of Russia’s often brutal
espionage tactics, was to step on a tack that the spy had hidden in the toe of his shoe during the
examination. The severe pain would provide a necessary physiological spike at tactical
moments in order to fool the examiner.To join the FBI as a counterintelligence investigator, I
needed to receive a top-secret security clearance. And to do that, I needed to pass a
polygraph.Of course, I didn’t have a tack in my shoe during my first examination. The FBI called
me into a gloomy room in a nondescript office building sandwiched between a coffee shop and a
shoe store. A man in shirtsleeves and a tie—security badge on a lanyard around his neck and a
pile of paperwork on his lap—sat me in a chair facing the door. With practiced motions, he fit a
thick band across the midpoint of my chest, right at my diaphragm, and clipped sensors onto the
fingers of my right hand. A blood-pressure cuff squeezed my upper arm. Numerous wires and



cables trailed from the various attachments on my body to a metal box on a side table. Nothing
about the situation made me comfortable.The questions he asked made me recall an initial step
in my background investigation—half a year before I ended up strapped in the polygraph chair.
One Sunday morning after I first applied to the FBI, a retired agent had shown up unannounced
at the town house I shared with three roommates. I was in my early twenties, and when the
doorbell rang, I was sitting on the couch with an old friend, recovering after a wild Saturday night.
Christian and I had known each other since we were ten. After over a decade of friendship, he
knew where I hid my skeletons.The agent who appeared on that Sunday morning hoped to
interview my roommate—a standard part of the background-check process. When he learned
that my housemates were out, he pointed toward Christian and said, “Who’s that?”“My best
friend of ten years,” I said.The agent smiled. “He’ll do.” He looked at me. “Why don’t you go
upstairs for a while?”An hour later, I rejoined Christian on the couch. My old friend answered my
impatience with a perplexed face.“Strange questions,” he said.“Like what?”“ ‘Have you ever
known Eric to injure or torture small animals or seek their death?’ ”We both had a chuckle at
that one. The next question was about my relationship with money. Was I frugal or a spendthrift?
Did I have a gambling problem, or take risks with money, or seem to go through large amounts of
it?No worries there either. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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POINTSDecember 10, 2000—SundayPhones should not ring on Sunday mornings. I rolled
across the bed, scooped my battered Nokia from the nightstand, and burrowed back under the
covers. Our English basement apartment reminded me of winter camping trips I’d gone on as a
Boy Scout. The single-pane windows trapped about as much heat as a canvas tent.Juliana
peered at me over the thick comforter. Her eyes were glazed with sleep, and her blond hair was
piled around her head like windblown thistle. We’d been married four months, and each morning
I woke beside her was a revelation. I checked the time—8:00 a.m. I was about to slap the phone
down on the receiver when the voice on the other end made me freeze. All thoughts of a lazy
morning flushed out of my mind. It was Supervisory Special Agent Gene McClelland.“Don’t
bother getting dressed up,” he said. “Just lace up your shoes. I’m parked out front.”As I fumbled
for my pants, my mind raced through possible scenarios, all of them grim. It was unheard-of for
an FBI supervisor, the man in charge of my entire squad, to show up at a private residence on a



Sunday morning. To put this into perspective, imagine your boss—the president or manager of
your company—arriving at your house early one weekend morning. If you are the boss, imagine
the chairman of your board parked in your driveway. If you are the chairman, imagine POTUS
himself dropping by, waiting for you to appear. This was worse than any of that.FBI supervisors
never come to you. They summon. Gene showing up at my apartment could only mean
something was wrong. I pulled a George Washington University Law sweatshirt over my head
and took a deep breath. “No idea what’s going on, but Gene is parked outside.” The concern on
Juliana’s face made me pause. “I’ll be right back.” Then I swallowed my hollow words and turned
to leave.I eased through the front door out onto the sparse lawn. Number 626 was only a few
steps away from E Street, and a quick jog away from the US Capitol Building. Our building
squatted between expensive town houses like an ugly sibling in a family portrait. The crammed
one-bedroom sometimes felt like a closet, and we’d found mold behind the walls and in the lone
heater, but it was all we could afford.As the wind hit my face, I looked up. No one on the
surrounding rooftops or balconies. I did a quick lateral scan and saw the red splash of a cardinal
light upon a telephone wire. A runner huffed his Spandexed way down E Street, and the distant
noise of traffic droned from nearby Pennsylvania Avenue like waves on a beach. Only one car I
didn’t recognize was parked on the street. Gene.Each step away from the building made me
wince, but no SWAT vans came crashing around the corner, sirens blazing. Instead, the window
of the idling sedan rolled down. “Get in,” Gene said.I slid into the passenger seat and closed the
door against the December chill.Gene didn’t bother with niceties. “Have you ever heard of
Robert Hanssen?”I hadn’t. “Should I have?” I asked.“No,” Gene smiled. “That’s good.”I
nodded.“That’s why we chose you.”I stayed silent, trying to parse the insult from the compliment.
The only certainty was that I’d been left in the dark—again. For months now, I hadn’t been able
to pursue any of my normal, high-priority targets for the FBI. I’d been slapped on the wrist,
shuffled into the minor league. Not because I’d messed up a lead or bungled a case, but
because I’d married Juliana—a German national.No one had told me that FBI operatives with
high security clearance are required to fill out a permission form before proposing to the love of
their life. The FBI had instituted the policy after a few agents married into the mob. Meet the
perfect girl, marry her, and then learn that her father is an FBI organized-crime target. Not the
brightest moments for the universe’s premier investigative agency.Still, imagine my shock when I
bounced into the office to let my team know that I’d proposed marriage to the most wonderful
girl, and my supervisor asked after my engagement form.Then imagine me telling the FBI brass
that my new bride hailed from Brandenburg, Germany. Faces that were rarely cheerful turned to
stone. “You should have reported contact with an East German national,” they said.“Don’t you
mean German national?” I asked. “Haven’t you heard of reunification? There is no more East
Germany.”“Not to us.”The FBI benched me while the FBI legat, or legal attaché office, in
Germany investigated my in-laws. Think of a whale trapped on a sandy beach desperate to get
back into the water. That was me. I sat in the office day after day with a suspended security
clearance, working on a target-acquisition database I’d developed, until the FBI convinced itself



that Juliana was not a spy. The investigation into Juliana’s family occurred before I had a chance
to meet them, and I’m still pretty convinced my in-laws think I’m Stasi. They aren’t far off.By this
point I’d been in the FBI nearly five years working as an investigative specialist, otherwise known
as an “investigator,” but better known as a ghost. Not too many years before I typed up my FBI
application, the agency realized that Russian targets could run circles around special agents,
who focused on criminal investigations and technological and research-based
counterintelligence. This was especially the case just after World War II, when a target could
look over his shoulder and see a legion of buzz-cut, well-suited white males swarming him. Not
exactly subtle. Without specialized surveillance and undercover investigative training, the agents
were at a constant disadvantage: the Russians had more operatives and better tradecraft. The
FBI was stuck solving crimes after the fact, when what it needed to do was stop the spies before
they committed those crimes.The special agents were already overburdened. So the agency
decided to try something new. In the age-old tradition of American innovation, we traveled back
across the pond to learn how MI5 handles surveillance in the United Kingdom through a
specialized group called the Watchers. MI5’s secretive group had elevated surveillance to an art
form. Nothing would stand between a Watcher and his target. A story I once heard placed two
Watchers in a canoe floating within a murky water tower, watching their target through a hole
drilled in the tower’s metal shell. There were a lot of stories like that. The FBI took everything the
Watchers could do and made it better. The ghosts were born.My training allowed me to follow a
person from sunup to sundown, know what he ate for breakfast, and count how many times he
tied his shoes or checked his watch. I could track each smile, know whom he met or whom he
tried to avoid, log where he went and how he got there and everything in between. I’d learn his
tradecraft and look like I’d practiced it longer than he had. I was a professional driver and
photographer, didn’t need to sleep, and could stare at a single door for hours, just waiting for him
to walk through.My dark brown hair, hazel eyes, and slightly olive complexion—a gift from my
Italian mother—meant that I could easily pass for a number of ethnicities, and thanks to my
father’s burly genes, I could grow a beard in a matter of days. I was a master of disguise, of
social engineering, of sweet-talking my way past situations. I had a badge but never used it. A
target might see me a dozen times across a day’s work, but he wouldn’t notice me. I was trained
to blend into situations, to find cover in plain sight, to look unobtrusive, uninteresting, and
unremarkable. I’d call in a spy before he spied or committed an act of terrorism, then melt into
the shadows while he was still wondering where all the FBI agents had suddenly come from. I
knew how to be gray.“Who’s Hanssen?” I asked.Gene shrugged. “We think he’s a spy. We want
you to investigate him.”It took me a moment to get the words past my teeth. “Gene. You woke me
up on a Sunday morning, dragged me out of bed, scared the hell out of me by coming here, all to
ask me to do my job? Couldn’t this have waited until Monday?”Gene shook his head. “We don’t
want you to ghost him, Eric. We want you to investigate him. Face-to-face.”I sat there, frozen.“We
need someone on the ground with him,” Gene explained. “To develop a relationship, try to get
some dirt. I’ve recommended you.”I opened and closed my mouth like a guppy gasping for



oxygen. Gene had asked me to participate in what amounted to an elicitation operation—one
where the undercover asset engages in conversation, memorizes details, learns facts, and
draws out information. I’d been involved in high-risk cases, but I’d never been instructed to
interact with a target face-to-face; my job was to play a backstage part out of sightlines. For the
first time, Gene was asking me to play myself. I probably did look like a fish—one miles away
from water.“I need your answer. In or out.”There are tipping points in every life. Tiny moments in
time when we’re forced to make a choice: take the leap or stand by and let the opportunity pass.
These are the moments that shape a future.This was one of mine.“What do I tell Juliana?”Gene
scratched his head. “I dunno. Tell her you got promoted. You’ll be assigned to a computer job at
headquarters.” His eyes hardened. “I don’t have to tell you to keep the rest quiet. As far as you
are concerned, the only people that know about this are you and me. Juliana can’t know
anything.”I got it. Although Juliana knew I worked for the FBI, we had a deal never to discuss it.
She once told me that she enjoyed having a husband who never spoke about work. We’d talk
about other things—hopes and dreams, the drama her fellow business students got up to, our
long-running debate about whether American football was better than European soccer—but
never about what I did all day.“Gene,” I said. “I’m keying in on the word ‘promotion.’ If I really need
to sell this…” Now I was the one smiling.“Okay, okay, Eric.” Gene’s short chuckle faded into a
cough. “I’ll get you some extra overtime. You’ll more than earn it.” He put the car into drive. “In or
out.”I leapt.Target: Robert HanssenSuspected spyCHAPTER 2THE TYRANNY OF
SECRETSThere is no such thing as a lie detector. Despite numerous advances in behavioral
science and technology, a person cannot use facial expressions or verbal “tells” to sniff out a lie
with a great deal of certainty. Nor can a machine measure the thoughts that speed through a
person’s mind.How do crack investigators sort lies from truth when they have a suspect in the
interview chair? They combine a little psychology, a little technology, and a dash of Hollywood
stagecraft. The standard polygraph machine measures pulse, blood pressure, respiration, and
skin conductivity while a person is asked specific questions. Today these metrics are graphed on
a computer screen, but in the past the machine scratched ink across an ever-expanding roll of
graph paper. In theory, a deceptive response to a particular question will spike some or all of the
physiological indicators—a quickened pulse, a sweaty palm.But the machine is not infallible, and
accurate results require an expert examiner. Spies have developed many ploys and
countermeasures to defeat the machine. An old story about Russian spymasters stands out:
When American moles were being trained by their Russian handlers to make dead drops and
other clandestine exchanges, the Russian intelligence officer in charge provided advice on how
to defeat a US intelligence agency’s standard polygraph. One such countermeasure, typical of
Russia’s often brutal espionage tactics, was to step on a tack that the spy had hidden in the toe
of his shoe during the examination. The severe pain would provide a necessary physiological
spike at tactical moments in order to fool the examiner.To join the FBI as a counterintelligence
investigator, I needed to receive a top-secret security clearance. And to do that, I needed to pass
a polygraph.Of course, I didn’t have a tack in my shoe during my first examination. The FBI



called me into a gloomy room in a nondescript office building sandwiched between a coffee
shop and a shoe store. A man in shirtsleeves and a tie—security badge on a lanyard around his
neck and a pile of paperwork on his lap—sat me in a chair facing the door. With practiced
motions, he fit a thick band across the midpoint of my chest, right at my diaphragm, and clipped
sensors onto the fingers of my right hand. A blood-pressure cuff squeezed my upper arm.
Numerous wires and cables trailed from the various attachments on my body to a metal box on a
side table. Nothing about the situation made me comfortable.The questions he asked made me
recall an initial step in my background investigation—half a year before I ended up strapped in
the polygraph chair. One Sunday morning after I first applied to the FBI, a retired agent had
shown up unannounced at the town house I shared with three roommates. I was in my early
twenties, and when the doorbell rang, I was sitting on the couch with an old friend, recovering
after a wild Saturday night. Christian and I had known each other since we were ten. After over a
decade of friendship, he knew where I hid my skeletons.The agent who appeared on that
Sunday morning hoped to interview my roommates—a standard part of the background-check
process. When he learned that my housemates were out, he pointed toward Christian and said,
“Who’s that?”“My best friend of ten years,” I said.The agent smiled. “He’ll do.” He looked at me.
“Why don’t you go upstairs for a while?”An hour later, I rejoined Christian on the couch. My old
friend answered my impatience with a perplexed face.“Strange questions,” he said.“Like
what?”“ ‘Have you ever known Eric to injure or torture small animals or seek their death?’ ”We
both had a chuckle at that one. The next question was about my relationship with money. Was I
frugal or a spendthrift? Did I have a gambling problem, or take risks with money, or seem to go
through large amounts of it?No worries there either.“The third question though…” He paused.
“ ‘Has he ever been known to drink excessively, or have a problem with alcohol, or drink more
than a few alcoholic drinks in any one day?’ ”I pressed my palms into my eyes and pushed away
the lingering headache from the party the night before.“What did you say?”He grinned and
shrugged. Probably the same expressions he’d used with the agent. “No more than anyone else
I know.”In that moment, I thought my best friend had doomed me to never make it into the FBI. I’d
flunk my security clearance, get a form letter thanking me for my interest, and have to go find a
desk job at some consulting firm that would suck away at my soul, hour by hour.Instead, I
passed. It probably helped that I’m an Eagle Scout, have never touched an illegal drug in my life,
and come from a line of upstanding attorneys and military officers. Whatever the case, I finally
found myself in a polygraph examination, the last step before securing the clearance that would
start my new career, again doubting I’d pass.“Stop whatever it is you’re doing,” the examiner
said. “You’re doing something with your breathing that will get you an inconclusive. I can’t pass
you with an inconclusive. I don’t pass you, you don’t get into the FBI.”I focused on my breath. I’d
studied martial arts for the majority of my life, which meant I’d learned to control my breathing to
reduce stress and promote calmness. But for the polygraph to work, the examiner needed to
create stress to establish my normal patterns. I had to unlearn years of study, stat.I also had to
lie. The tester needed to catch me in an easy falsehood so that he could establish a baseline



when he got to the questions that actually mattered to him. The problem for both of us was that I
didn’t have much to lie about. When it came to the kinds of youthful indiscretions polygraph
examiners tend to ask about—stealing candy bars, smoking pot, cheating on tests—I was clean
as a whistle.Then he asked me if I’d ever lied to someone who loves me. He prefaced the
question by making it clear, in no uncertain terms, that if I had, he would fail me. I pictured my
mother. Over the past five years, Parkinson’s disease had drawn her ready smile into a perpetual
frown. A few days earlier, she’d asked me how she looked, and I’d said, “Perfect.” It was the first
lie I’d ever told her.The polygraph examiner scrutinized me. “No,” I answered. The needle raced
across the page, the first rapid movement since the examination began. The examiner had his
baseline. His next question was whether a foreign national had ever approached me to request
anything, or to ask about my application to the FBI. I relaxed and answered “no.” The needle
ceased its furious scribbling and found the center of the page. I passed.The intelligence
community initiates new members into a tyranny of secrets. It is within this mind-set that spies
and counterintelligence operatives—those who hunt the spies before they can steal, disrupt, or
spread disinformation—operate. The two most important rules for a spy: don’t get caught; and if
compromised, lie. A counterintelligence operative follows a similar but far more difficult mandate:
say nothing about your secrets. But just as in the biblical story of Adam and Eve, eating from the
tree of knowledge can have unintended consequences, and a secret can corrode from
within.Some scholars claim that Tsar Ivan IV Vasilyevich, also known as Ivan the Terrible,
established Russia’s first spy services in the sixteenth century. But it was during the Cold War
that the Soviet Union turned espionage into an art form. Russian spymasters launched massive
collection campaigns to recruit American moles from within the FBI, CIA, and NSA. At the same
time, they were pioneering desinformatsiya practices that spread disinformation and disruption
in order to shape American political decisions. These active-measure (aktivinyye meropriatia)
disinformation campaigns included media manipulation; use of front organizations (like the US
affiliate of the World Peace Council, a secret Soviet affiliate) to sway public opinion; kidnappings;
and provision of funds, training, and support to terrorist organizations, to name a few. In 1980,
the CIA estimated that the Soviets spent a conservative $3 billion per year pursuing active
measures. In his February 6, 1980, congressional testimony, John McMahon, the CIA deputy
director for operations, stated that the Soviets’ active-measures network was “second to none in
comparison to the major world powers in its size and effectiveness.”The 1980s saw a number of
audacious—and highly successful—disinformation campaigns. One involved spreading rumors
of CIA and FBI involvement in President John F. Kennedy’s assassination. Another seeded
foreign newspapers with articles—purportedly written by American scientists—claiming that
AIDS was the result of the Pentagon’s experiments to develop biological weapons. During the
1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles, KGB spies in Washington, DC, sent fake letters from
the KKK threatening athletes from African countries, an active measure many believe was a
response to President Jimmy Carter’s boycott of the 1980 Moscow Games.Yet for all its
successes abroad, the Soviet Union was suffering from serious internal tensions. In the late



1980s, massive independence protests swept across the Caucasus and the Baltic states, and
soon the USSR’s constituent republics began to secede. On August 18, 1991, military and
government hardliners staged a coup against Mikhail Gorbachev. The coup collapsed within
days, but the match continued to burn. In December 1991, Gorbachev announced the
dissolution of the Soviet Union and his resignation as president. Television audiences across the
former USSR watched as Boris Yeltsin lowered the hammer-and-sickle flag from atop the
Kremlin for the last time and raised the tricolor flag as president of a newly independent Russian
state.During all this upheaval, former KGB spymasters—now out of a job—were raiding the
agency’s file cabinets. The documents they stole would serve as insurance policies for better
lives elsewhere. For many, that meant the United States, which offered Levi’s jeans, Diet Cokes—
and what often amounted to millions of dollars in exchange for the slim files they gave to the FBI.
The United States gobbled up their secrets, and the United Kingdom and other friendly
intelligence services caught what we missed. The FBI and MI6 pooled the information they’d
obtained, which led to a series of arrests of Russian assets within the United States. The biggest
catch was Aldrich Ames, a CIA analyst turned KGB mole, whose disclosures had led to the
death of many CIA and FBI assets overseas. When asked how he’d passed CIA polygraph tests
during his spy career, Ames had laughed: “Confidence and a friendly rapport with the examiner.”
But as damaging as Ames was, his espionage couldn’t account for all of the US intelligence
operations that had failed without warning. Someone was continuing to corrupt the intelligence
community. Someone even worse than Ames.The intelligence community had long sought a
Russian mole code-named “Gray Suit.” Every ghost on the street hoped that the spy they were
following might turn out to be him. He was our Billy the Kid, our Blackbeard. And so far, he’d
eluded the FBI’s best spy catchers. That didn’t stop us from hunting.In the meantime, FBI
counterintelligence units had mountains of leads to follow thanks to the former KGB defectors.
My commission as an FBI investigative specialist had come just as the agency was sorting
through those leads, and months before the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia, had an open
bunk in its National Security School. Without proper training, I couldn’t be set loose in the field to
hunt spies and terrorists. But the FBI could assign me to a squad of agents as part of an active
espionage investigation—which is how, a little over a year after graduating from college, I ended
up part of the mission to capture Earl Edwin Pitts, Russian spy and former FBI agent.In 1995, the
FBI’s Washington Field Office commanded the top floors of a federal office building on the banks
of the Anacostia River. The spectacularly ugly building, aptly located at Buzzard Point in
Southwest Washington, DC, almost made me regret joining the FBI. But the team of agents, led
by legendary spy hunter Mike Donner, quickly won me over.A thirteen-year FBI veteran, Pitts
had spied for the Soviet Union from 1987 until 1992. He first volunteered his services to the
Soviet Union in July 1987 by sending a letter to a member of the Soviet Mission assigned to the
United Nations in New York City. Pitts’s new contact soon introduced him to Alexsandr
Vasilyevich Karpov, the Soviet Line KR chief for New York, at a clandestine meet at the New York
Public Library. Line KR, the counterintelligence unit of the KGB, was responsible for recruiting



spies from foreign nations. The FBI learned of Pitts’s treachery in 1995, when his original Soviet
contact defected to the United States and became a confidential witness against him.The
accusations against Pitts created a problem for the Justice Department, which was tasked with
prosecuting the case. In general, securing an espionage conviction requires the government to
prove that the spy willfully handed information that was classified or related to national defense
over to a foreign nation or other party seeking to harm the United States, and that he or she did
so with reason to believe the information would harm the United States or help a foreign nation.
It’s easier to prove conspiracy to commit espionage, which requires only that the spy intended to
provide classified information to a foreign power, and that he or she committed some act to
further the espionage.But when it came to the Pitts case, even making out the conspiracy
charge was going to be a challenge. While the confidential witness had pointed an unshaking
finger at Pitts, a first-year law student could see that the government’s case against him was
flimsy: it relied entirely on circumstantial information handed over by a defector in return for
money and a new life in America. The confidential witness would disappear into Witness
Protection and never testify to the evidence on the stand. A good defense attorney could easily
raise enough questions about the witness’s motives to secure a “not guilty” verdict. The FBI
needed Pitts to confess.In order to make that happen, the bureau created a compartmentalized
squad of agents to run what’s known as a “false flag” operation. In August 1995, the FBI used the
confidential witness, alongside a team of FBI agents led by Donner and posing as Russian
intelligence officers, to fool Pitts into believing that Russia wanted to reactivate him as a spy. The
false flag operation lasted sixteen months. During that time, Pitts made twenty-two drops of
classified and unclassified FBI information and documents, held two face-to-face meetings and
nine phone conversations with his pretend Russian handlers, and accepted payment of $65,000
for his attempted espionage. Donner’s squad had measured out plenty of rope for Pitts to hang
himself.I joined Donner’s squad in the final few months of that investigation, probably because
Donner heard I knew how to turn on a computer. Whatever the reason, I couldn’t believe my luck.
I’d joined the FBI to hunt spies and make a difference. Now, here I was, assigned to the FBI’s
biggest and most secretive case. I felt like a high school baseball player asked to warm up in the
Oriole bullpen with a promise that the team might give me a shot at the big show. The first time I
walked into the squad room, I could barely croak out a hello.Of course, the FBI doesn’t throw a
twenty-two-year-old future investigator into the path of a spy. My role was to shadow the agents,
learn counterintelligence from them, and organize the evidence they collected against Pitts into
a computer database. But before I could even consider pressing my thumb against the biometric
scanner that sheltered the Pitts squad from the rest of the FBI, I required further initiation into the
tyranny of secrets.A common misconception, even within the intelligence community, is that
there are multiple levels of clearance above top secret. In reality, the top clearance is top secret/
special compartmentalized intelligence, or TS/SCI. This phrase may seem cryptic, but those
familiar with best practices for securing information will recognize its meaning. The idea is to
section off critical information—the kind of information that could jeopardize an investigation or



harm national security if it fell into the wrong hands—into “compartments,” each accessible only
to those who need to know that specific information in order to do their jobs. To join the squad
investigating Earl Pitts, I needed to attend additional security briefings so that the FBI could
grant me access to two additional compartments: Special Intelligence (SI) and Talent Keyhole
(TK) intelligence. SI covers communication intercepts, such as listening in to and analyzing and
decoding foreign military radio-traffic, and TK protects signals intelligence (or SIGINT), which
might include target data spotted by a reconnaissance satellite. Because I would potentially
have access to information derived from these compartments during the Earl Pitts investigation,
the FBI had to initiate me into the relevant circles of trust.If this sounds like a lot to handle, it is.
Every investigation involves different intelligence compartments and different lists of personnel
with a “need to know” the information contained in that compartment. Covert operatives quickly
learn to section off secrets in their own mind in order to avoid discussing a case with someone
who has an equally high security clearance but who may not have access to the particular
compartments implicated in that case, or even compartmentalized information within those
compartments! The result is like a Mute button on conversation. If you can’t be certain that your
squad mate is “read into” the case you are working on, it’s always best to just say
nothing.Working with Donner’s squad taught me the opposite side of the investigations I would
later work as a field operative. I collected and distilled data from the field, heard about how the
ghost team following Pitts each day pursued the investigation, and saw in real time how the FBI
agents frowned or cheered as surveillance logs came across the wire. I discovered the
camaraderie to be found among a handpicked team of agents, each working toward a common
goal, and I listened carefully to Donner’s frequent warnings to say nothing about the case once
we left the secret squad room in Buzzard Point. Over time, I became used to carrying secrets—
though I was never fully comfortable. When friends asked me about my new job, I repelled any
interest by saying the Department of Justice had hired me as a geopolitical analyst. Nobody felt
the need to ask follow-up questions. It made it hard to capture the interest of a date, but it kept
FBI-learned information safe.On December 18, 1996, after I’d spent a few months on the
investigation, we arrested Earl Pitts at the FBI Academy, where he worked at what was then
called the Behavioral Science Unit—the unit tasked with applying behavioral and social
sciences to investigative techniques, including profiling serial killers, countering violent
extremism, and understanding psychopathology. In June 1997, after pleading guilty to
conspiracy to commit espionage, Earl Pitts was sentenced to twenty-seven years in prison. I had
long since left Donner’s squad to finally attend the FBI Academy at Quantico, so I wasn’t around
for Pitts’s lengthy debrief, when he mentioned that another FBI agent made him suspicious. Pitts
suspected that agent might also be a spy. At the time, the FBI dismissed Pitts’s concerns and
chose not to follow up with the agent he’d named: an obscure computer expert named Robert
Hanssen.CHAPTER 3LAY DOWN YOUR SWORDGene’s blue Crown Victoria prowled away
toward Pennsylvania Avenue and FBI headquarters. I watched him turn the corner and then
stood for a few minutes in the cold. I had agreed to take a unique case based on very little



information, and I still wasn’t sure whether I had volunteered or been coerced. In a case where
every scrap of knowledge was kept in a locked box inside other locked boxes, it seemed I had
very few keys. Gene made sure I hadn’t heard of Robert Hanssen, told me the FBI would
investigate him for possible espionage, and got me to agree to share an office with him. I looked
at my watch. It had taken Gene less than ten minutes to recruit me.I would begin this case
mostly blind, but after five years in the field as a ghost, I understood Gene’s reasoning. Hanssen
was a veteran agent, schooled in the tyranny of secrets. I was a pawn. And the less I knew about
the case, the fewer details I could accidently reveal.Stomach tight and throat dry, I turned back
toward my apartment. I’d come a long way since the Pitts case, I told myself. I had hunted spies
and terrorists through parks and alleyways, offices and restaurants, shopping malls and
nightclubs. I could manage an investigation at FBI headquarters.I closed the door softly behind
me. Before I could shrug off my coat, Juliana pressed a cup of coffee into my hands. The
steaming mug warmed life into my frozen fingers. I sipped deeply, gathering my words.Five years
after my first polygraph test, I stood in front of my wife of less than a year and lied again. This
would be the first lie I ever told her. It would also be far from the last.“What did Gene want?” The
slightest hint of a European accent rounded Juliana’s question, made it beautiful.“I just got
promoted to a computer job at headquarters.” The words came much too easily. I controlled my
breath until the polygraph in my mind’s eye stilled to only a straight blue line. “He said it will help
me get to law school classes on time.”She brightened. “That’s great! We should celebrate.”I
tucked the Hanssen investigation away into a back part of my mind and compartmentalized.
“Maybe my parents will have us over?”That evening, Juliana and I were in our green Jeep
Cherokee on the way to Kensington, Maryland. I tensed and bit my lip as she merged through
the number four lane on the Capital Beltway to exit onto Connecticut Avenue. “Seriously, Eric!”
She looked at me and rolled her eyes.“Eyes on the road,” I said. My white-knuckled grip on the
dashboard matched my voice. “You’ll wreck my car.”Her eyes flattened—hint of danger. “You
mean our car.”“It won’t be our car for long if you don’t slow down.”Juliana sighed. “How do you
ride with anyone at your job?”“I’m usually the driver,” I said. “Plus if someone else crashes an FBI
car, I don’t have to pay the bills.”“I won’t crash.”Juliana knew that my aversion to riding as a
passenger bordered on obsession. Much of my perhaps unhealthy conviction in my own driving
ability stemmed from my FBI training. After graduating from the FBI’s Tactical Emergency Vehicle
Operations course, and then refining that intense training against Russian spies on their way to
drop sites, known terrorists priming their courage for an impending attack, and some of the best
foreign operatives using the DC metro area as an espionage playground, I held every other
driver to an impossible standard.But Juliana had learned to drive from precise German
instructors. When we first started dating, I’d asked her if she wanted to learn to drive stick.
Desperate to impress her, I took her to a quiet alley and spent a good ten minutes lecturing her
on using a clutch and shifting, finding the friction point with the left foot as the right slowly came
off the gas, and shifting smoothly to avoid stalling the car. She listened to each explanation with
the seriousness of an eager student and yielded to my multiple demonstrations of shifting into



first. When I finally switched places with her, we barely had our seat belts on before she charged
off like a drag racer seeing green lights. Juliana laughed away my shock and shifted from
second to third so smoothly I had to watch to see it happen.“Don’t you know anything about
Germany?” she said. “All the cars are stick shifts there.”Ever since that moment, Juliana has
never missed an opportunity to insist she take the wheel. We could be like gasoline on fire that
way sometimes. When both people want to be in control, neither can be happy until someone
yields.“I’m sorry,” I said. “What’s mine is yours.”“Better.”“Do you know the turn for my parents’
house?”She raised an eyebrow. “Yes, why?”“I’m going to close my eyes and not look at the
street.”I stepped out of the car onto my parents’ driveway and looked up at the home where I’d
spent six years before heading south in a packed Volkswagen van to attend college at Auburn
University. The Victorian house had the kind of character that only comes from weathering
countless families and numerous additions. But in 1987, during my freshman year of high
school, it had been gutted by a fire. We had spent a year renting a tiny house a few blocks over
while contractors repaired and remodeled this one. That lost year meant that the blue-painted
shingles and solemn swing hanging under a decorative porch felt comfortable, but never quite
like home to me.My dad answered the front door and ushered us in with his usual bear hug. Dad
grew up on a farm in Hartford County, Maryland, and built a lifetime’s worth of muscle throwing
hay bales into the back of tractor-pulled carts. He’d joined the Navy not only to follow a family
tradition but also to escape the horrible hay fever that he’d generously passed on to me—there
aren’t many hay fields in submarines.We found my mother in the kitchen, stirring a pot of pasta
sauce. The smells of garden tomatoes, mushrooms, and fresh basil mingling with her secret
ingredient, a cup of wine, finally made me feel at home. The kitchen had always been my
mother’s favorite part of the house, which may have had something to do with the house she
grew up in, a split-level town house in Jamaica, Queens. When I say split-level, I mean that the
family who lived upstairs walked through my mother’s kitchen to leave through the front door.
Mom had escaped those cramped circumstances by attending Hunter College in Manhattan
and becoming a nurse. This evening, my mother’s dark eyes flashed with intrigue. “Tell me about
your promotion.”I frowned. The twinge in my stomach had nothing to do with my itch to grab a
bowl and race to the kitchen table. I hated the thought of lying to my mother. My parents knew I
worked for the FBI, but I had never told them about the ghosts.“It’s a computer job,” I said, forcing
the words out. “I’ll be working in a new division, but they haven’t told me all the details yet.”My
father brandished a bottle of wine. “You don’t tell us much about what you did before, so…” The
cork came away with a pop. “Any excuse to celebrate!”Juliana helped my mother smother bowls
of pasta in sauce. “For once, Eric is being modest,” she said. “His boss came by our house
personally to tell him about the promotion.” She paused for effect. “On a Sunday.”Dad looked up
from where he filled our wineglasses. “Couldn’t wait until Monday?”I took two bowls from Juliana
and avoided her eyes. I could already feel the lies piling up, so I simply shrugged. I could only
think back to my first polygraph exam and how, once again, I was lying to someone who loved
me.“How is law school?” My mom changed the subject.Speaking about my legal studies placed



me on solid ground. I hadn’t followed my father’s footsteps into a navy career, but I had followed
him into a second family tradition in the practice of law. After three years ghosting targets, I
realized that if I wanted to move up within the FBI, I would need an advanced degree. I dreamed
of graduating from George Washington University Law School and applying to the Special
Agents Program, or trading in my disguise kit for a position at the Justice Department. I had
started law school at night uncertain about where exactly it would take me, but I’d always felt
drawn to the sanctuary of rules and laws. I hoped attending law school would allow me to
continue to serve my country, but as the person calling the plays rather than the one in the
field.“The new job will help,” I said. “I’ll be working a nine-to-five desk at headquarters, so no
more missed classes when I have to work nights.”We migrated to the table and took our seats.
Out of the corner of my eye, I watched my mother’s laborious walk from stove to table and
ground my teeth as she fell more than sat into her chair. My parents had first told me about her
Parkinson’s disease in a tearful phone call during my third year at Auburn University. Years later,
the disease had progressed enough to slur her speech and make walking more difficult. It also
affected her facial expressions. My temperamental mother, who could switch from an angry
shout to a beatific smile in a second, now struggled to lift her cheeks.“Do you have a title for this
new job?” Dad asked.“Not yet.” I took a sip of wine. Avoided eye contact. “They really haven’t told
me anything.”“Do you have time for it?” Dad refreshed half-full wineglasses. “You’ve got a lot on
your plate.”My father’s understatement sent a needless shot of adrenaline through me. A few
words shouldn’t kick me into fight or flight, but when your life is an arena, it’s hard to lay down
your sword. Each day felt more and more about surviving to the next, not living the one before
me. Survival didn’t mean patience with those I loved, or time for friends or family. Nor did it mean
careless moments free of the pressing concerns that orbited me. I wanted to build on my new
marriage, not scour law books late at night, chase spies during the day, and worry about my
mother’s decline during the few hours I should be sleeping. Even before the Hanssen
investigation swept apart the house of cards I’d built of my life, I’d already set it on fire.My
parents exchanged a look. Finally my mother shrugged in that very Italian way that means:
Whattaya gonna do?Dad raised his glass. “To Eric and Juliana. New beginnings and new
opportunities.”I made sure to meet Juliana’s eyes as we clinked glasses—one of her few
superstitions. “Prost.”We said our goodbyes, and Juliana graciously let me drive home. We
opened the door into our tiny combination kitchen/living room. As tight a squeeze as it was, I felt
more at home there than in all my years in Maryland. Juliana and I had hung photos from our
shared lives in clever spaces. The old couch we’d inherited from my uncle Ralph proudly wore a
slipcover Juliana had sewed during the long, boring month she spent waiting for her student
visa. A television wobbled precariously on top of a corner cabinet that we’d picked out together
from IKEA and assembled, cursing playfully as we followed the complex instructions. Our short
lives together so far surrounded us with promise. Better days would come.As soon as we walked
in the door, we heard an elderly voice echoing from upstairs: “Hello! Hello!”We both glanced at
the ceiling and laughed. We’d heard the Hello Lady since we moved in, night after night for about



an hour. The first time we had heard the repeated greeting, we had tried to answer back. If the
woman in the apartment above us heard, she gave no sign. Instead, she—or someone, anyway
—would continue saying hello in a singsong voice over and over. It was the great mystery of 626
E Street.Juliana grinned. “It has to be a bird.”“Or she’s just talking to herself.”“It’s a bird.” Juliana
pulled me into an embrace. “I just know.”I glanced at the old clock that squatted on the mantel of
our non-functioning fireplace. “At least she’s consistent. Every night at eight p.m. on the
dot.”“Every place has a story.”I looked around us. Thought of my parents’ home. “Do you ever
want more than this?”“More than what?” Juliana teased.“It’s cold and drafty. The heater barely
works. We had to save for months to buy the TV….”She drew back just enough for me to see her
face. Her green eyes, flecked with gold, sparkled. “My mom had a saying, something she told my
dad when they were first married and moved into my grandfather’s house together. Mom didn’t
even speak German. She had to learn my father’s language before they could have a
conversation.” She smiled. “We will just live on love and air.”“Air doesn’t pay the bills.”“Hello.
Hello.” Juliana breathed in my ear until I finally smiled. Then she pulled me back through another
tiny hallway and through the door to our bedroom.“Hello yourself.”CHAPTER
4MOUSETRAPDecember 20, 2000—WednesdayIfollowed Gene through the maze of FBI
headquarters. Gray hallway yielded to gray hallway, illuminated by fluorescent lights and the
occasional hint of sunlight through an open office door. Multicolored strips—like hieroglyphics—
on the walls hinted at directions to cryptic locations. I couldn’t break the code and was soon lost,
trailing Gene like a faithful hound.Before that moment, I had only set foot in headquarters once,
when I was in training at Quantico. Many of the future ghosts in my class had never toured the
nation’s capital and had declared me tour guide over a free weekend. After exploring
monuments and museums, we had stopped in FBI HQ to raid the gift shop. Christmas was right
around the corner, and my little brothers delighted in wearing official FBI gear. This visit had
none of the laughter and camaraderie of my former one. Instead, I marched at a sober pace
toward a meeting that could make or break my career.“Through here,” Gene said. “Be polite.
Make me proud.”Gene ushered me through an office of administrative workstations. A smartly
dressed woman in her thirties looked up from her monitor as Gene approached, scrutinized him,
and then waved us past. She barely glanced at me before returning to her work.I looked past
Gene to the door at the far side of the room, and my heart kicked up a notch. The placard beside
the door read ASSISTANT DIRECTOR BOB DIES.I quietly thanked Juliana. Over the New Year’s
holiday, she had insisted that we buy a new suit for my new job. After a few hours in Macy’s, we’d
emerged with a navy-blue suit, two ties, and a few trim white shirts that didn’t require me to twist
in front of a mirror to stuff away the excess cloth. As a ghost, you have to be able to blend into
any situation, and my standard outfit of light pants with useful cargo pockets and a collared shirt
fit most of them. I could walk unnoticed across a college campus; transform myself into a
Washington, DC, tourist; and stroll into the majority of restaurants, bars, shops, and malls
without anyone turning an eye. Sometimes I would exchange trousers for biker shorts and a
backpack; in the years before the terrorist actions of September 11, bike messengers could walk



into any building. Very rarely would I shrug into my only suit in order to chase a target into an
elegant restaurant or stodgy office building. Before Juliana took me to Macy’s, that suit was the
same black one I wore to funerals.She had also turned her nose up at my battered but highly
trusted backpack. I had cut a pinhole in the front pocket to hide a small concealment camera,
and if you looked closely, you could see tiny marks on the shoulder straps that allowed me to
hide radio wires. Juliana argued that the backpack wasn’t professional and had insisted I buy a
shiny leather briefcase. We’d compromised on a black-and-gray Timberland messenger bag that
now hung off my shoulder. While I didn’t wear a suit and tie as effortlessly as Gene, I felt
confident that I at least wouldn’t embarrass myself in front of the assistant director.I had stuffed a
few items into the messenger bag: a legal pad and pen to take notes, my FBI credentials that
told others in law enforcement whom I worked for and the golden badge that proved it, and a
letter that Gene had handed me at the field office to make my part in the Hanssen investigation
official. The letter had come from Assistant Director Dies’s office and had assigned me to his
office for temporary duty (TDY, in FBI-speak) of one year. I would report directly to Section Chief
Richard Garcia and would be assigned to the Information Assurance/Security Team. The
carefully drafted letter created my cover for the assignment to Hanssen:AD Dies requested
Investigative Specialist O’Neill be TDY’d to FBIHQ IRD Information Assurance/Security Team
(IAST) based on O’Neill’s computer expertise and familiarity with National Security Division and
counterintelligence matters as they relate to computer hardware, software, and systems. AD
Dies also noted his desire for a field office perspective to the envisioned work of the
IAST.Reading the TDY letter, I could almost believe that the FBI had truly promoted me. To fool
Hanssen, I’d have to sell the story to everyone, including myself.“Speak little, nod in the right
places,” Gene said. Then he opened the door.AD Dies looked up from his desk and motioned for
us to take a seat. I eased into a comfortable leather chair and resisted the urge to sink backward.
The assistant director had his shirtsleeves rolled up and looked slightly frazzled behind the array
of papers spread across his desk. He swiped a pair of wireframe glasses from his face and
rubbed his eyes.“Assistant Director Dies, sir.” Gene’s voice took on a formal tone I hadn’t heard
before. “This is IS O’Neill.”An open IBM ThinkPad to one side of the desk drew my envy. The
model was top of the line, complete with a track pad and the little nub mouse embedded in the
keyboard that everyone called an eraser. Totally out of bounds for the FBI rank and file, but
entirely appropriate for a man with Dies’s pedigree.After thirty years at IBM, where he’d last
served as a vice president and general manager for the company’s network and personal
computer division, Dies had been about to retire when FBI Director Louis Freeh convinced him
to take on what he called “the toughest job in the FBI today.” Dies would lead the FBI’s
Information Research Division (IRD) as an assistant director and member of the director’s senior
staff.
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Dr Ali Binazir, “A real-life thriller: how does a spy catch a spy without looking like he's spying on
the guy?. "Welcome home, honey! How was your day?""Well, I spent most of it trying to gather
incriminating evidence against this guy who's been selling our secrets to Russia for, oh, a couple
of decades or so. Who sits 5 feet away from me in the office. And is creepy as hell. And happens
to be my boss at the FBI. Y'know, the usual. How was your day?"Except that Eric O'Neill could
never have that conversation with his wife. He was required by law to lie to his wife (and
everyone else) about his top-secret mission, constantly.The psychological tension between
O'Neill, the 26yo junior officer tasked to counter-spy on his boss - the sketchy, brilliant, irascible
and magnificently traitorous master spy Robert Hanssen - is palpable. The mounting marital
pressures ratchet up the drama another notch.The book was also a great primer on the daily
work of spycraft, the solid legwork *and* shoddy management at US intelligence agencies, and
the current state of cyberwarfare.I stayed up way too late reading "Gray Day" in one sitting. Why
bother with Le Carré when you can read about the real thing?-- Ali Binazir, M.D., M.Phil.,
Happiness Engineer and author of 
  
The Tao of Dating: The Smart Woman's Guide to Being Absolutely Irresistible

  
  
    , the highest-rated dating book on Amazon, and 
  
Should I Go to Medical School?: An Irreverent Guide to the Pros and Cons of a Career in
Medicine”

Crystalwolflady, “Awesome spy book!. I heard Eric O'Neil on SpyCast a podcast and was
intrigued. I looked him up on twitter & this was the day his book GRAYDAY came out! I ordered &
waited for it to come. In the meantime I looked up other interviews & tried to learn as much as
possible. I got the book pretty fast & it was like a fine glass of wine. You can't put it down & want
to make it last. This was a Spy thriller & so timely in its writing & release. As I write this Julian
Assange was arrested last night & on his way to US for wikileaks hack. This book was
heartstopping in some places as Eric goes through getting his boss (Robert Hanssen) Palm pilot



out of his office. He details the stresses of the investigation & the stress it took on his marriage b/
c his wife didn't know he was undercover. He takes us into the FBI and one of the Ops that
caught the biggest spy in FBI history. I just finished the book but didn't want to b/c it was so
good. I really enjoyed this book & the spy speak & FBI terms. It makes you wonder why people
decide to spy & why others decide to be good & honest. I have a huge appreciation for FBI
agents & the other agencies who do counter intelligence work. This is a awesome book.I
enjoyed it alot and you will too.”

Rock Spring Cook, “Gripping First Person Account. I am a big spy fiction fan - Daniel Silva, John
LeCarre, Ludlum - but had not read any non fiction books about espionage. I have been to the
Spy Museum in DC and had a passing knowledge of the Hanssen case so I thought I would give
O'Neill's book a try. So glad I did ... could not put it down. What I found so fascinating was
learning about the human toll these sorts of cases take on those involved. I also have a new
appreciation of how complex such an operation can be.Gray Day is very timely since it shows
true Russian collusion and the cost to our country. O'Neill demonstrates why vigilance is still
necessary.”

Francis, “Thrilling from page 1 to the very end.. Absolute printed marvel. O'Neill'a ability to
describe the most intensive internal FBI investigation is outstanding. A real must for all
espionage and counterintelligence afficionados.”

Pedro Bove, “Nice read. An awesome book for everybody that want to understand better what
happened behind the curtains.”

The book by Eric O'Neill has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 344 people have provided feedback.
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